We are concerned with the problem of image segmentation in which each pixel is assigned to one of a predefined finite number of classes. In Bayesian image analysis, this requires fusing together local predictions for the class labels with a prior model of segmentations. Markov Random Fields (MRFs) have been used to incorporate some of this prior knowledge, but this not entirely satisfactory as inference in MRFs is NP-hard. The multiscale quadtree model of Bouman and Shapiro (1994) is an attractive alternative, as this is a tree-structured belief network in which inference can be carried out in linear time (Pearl 1988) . It is an hierarchical model where the bottom-level nodes are pixels, and higher levels correspond to downsampled versions of the image.
INTRODUCTION
We are concerned with the problem of image segmentation in which each pixel is assigned to one of a predefined finite number of classes. In Bayesian image analysis, this requires fusing together local predictions for the class labels with a prior model of segmentations.
Recently, much work has been directed toward stochastic model-based techniques. In such techniques, the image classes are modelled as random fields and the segmentation problem is posed as a statistical optimization problem. A Markov Random Field (MRF) model, where at each pixel the random variable would be the choice of label, is the most influential statistical model of this kind (see, e.g. Mardia et al.' ). However, there are some problems with MRF models, particularly that inference procedures are NP-hard. Also, it can be difficult to incorporate longer-range information into the prior if a small neighbourhood size are used.
One alternative to MRFs is to use tree-structured belief network (TSBN) models of images2'3 . In recent work4'5 we have used TSBNs as prior models in image segmentation. For TSBNs inference can be carried out in time linear in the number of pixels using Pearl's message-passing scheme6 . Williams and Feng4 showed on a particular problem that classification accuracy was improved on 9 out of 1 1 classes by using the trained TSBN in image segmentation. Williams and Feng5 also showed that a learned TSBN model is a better model of test images (as judged by average log likelihood) than models based on independent blocks of varying sizes.
An important disadvantage of TSBN models is that pixels that are spatially adjacent may not have common parents. Therefore, the models do not enforce continuity of regions, and this leads to the well-known "blocky" artifacts in segmentation results. New models have been studied to avoid the drawbacks. For example, Bouman and Shapiro2 used a cross-connected pyramidal graphical model in which the number of parents (coarse scale neighbour for each pixel) has been increased. The disadvantage of the cross-connected graph structure is that it contains cycles, leading to inference computations that are exponential in the size of the network.
Rather than using more complex models, our aim in this paper has been to improve the performance of TSBNs by training them explicitly for the purpose of image segmentation. This has led to us using conditional maximum likelihood (CML) estimation of the parameters in the TSBN, rather than maximum likelihood (ML) estimation.
The method of parameter estimation that has been used with TSBNs in our previous papers4'5 is maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The MLE is by far and away the most common method of parameter estimation in pattern recognition. There are many very important properties of the MLE, but most of them based on an implicit assumption of model correctness. The objective in MLE is to do as good as a job as possible of deriving the true model parameters. However, the observed distribution of visual images is complex and the training data is indeed limited. Currently, we do not know of a correct model, but we can be almost certain that TSBNs are not totally correct. Thus, the justification for MLEs is based on premises which are simply not valid in our case. In certain statistical problems, such as estimation of hidden Markov model (HMM) parameters for speech recognition, it was found empirically that estimation of parameters via some other criteria that used conditional likelihood (see, e.g. Krogh's paper7) and/or mutual information (see e.g. Bahl et al. 8 and Brown9) can give better results than estimation via maximum likelihood. We will describe and compare the maximum likelihood and the conditional maximum likelihood approaches in TSBN training for image segmentation.
The data we have available consists of both colour (rgb pixel) images and also label images, where the label indicates classes such as "sky" , "road" etc. In ML training, we simply adjust the parameters in the TSBN to give high likelihood to the correct label images in the training set. On the other hand, for CML estimation, on each image we again try to increase the likelihood to the correct label image, but also try to decrease the likelihood for every incorrect label image by using the information from the rgb image.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we describe the basic TSBN architecture, and how the inference can be carried out. In Section 3 we described in details of the training of TSBNs by using ML and CML methods. In section 4 we give experimental details and results of applying the trained TSBNs to image segmentation. The observed data Y (e.g. the rgb values of the pixels) is assumed to have been generated from an underlying process X. X is a tree-structured belief network. At the highest level (level 0) there is one node X°, which has children in level 1. Typically in our experiments each parent node has four children, giving rise to a quadtree-type architecture as used by Bouman and Shapiro2 . Each X-node is a multinomial variable, taking on one of C class labels. These labels are those used for the segmentation, e.g. road, sky, vehicle etc. The links between the nodes are defined by conditional probability tables (CPTs). The critical property of TSBNs is the conditional independencies which makes the computation more efficient.
At the lowest level L of the tree, we find the leaf nodes denoted XL . The ith leaf node is denoted Xj . The leaf nodes correspond to small regions of the image (in our case 4 x 4 pixel regions). The model for the observation Y2 in each region is that it is generated according to P(Y21X) = P(YiIXt'), i.e. that Y2 depends only on the corresponding leaf node X. In addition we assume that the distribution P(YlXf') is independent of i.
Inference (Segmentation)
Given a new image Y = y we wish to carry out inference on X" , given the probabilistic model. Computing the posterior P(XL xL IY = ii) would be highly expensive, as it would require enumerating all possible CK states in X'. There are two alternatives that are computationally feasible, (i) the computation of the posterior marginals P(Xf' = xfjY = t') and (ii) the overall most likely interpretation of the data x = argmaxP(X = xY = y).
These can be achieved by Pearl's message passing schemes6 . These computations require a generative model for P(YX).
An alternative to using a model for P(Y1IXj) is to make use of predictions giving P(Xj'jY), as may be obtained from a neural network or some other classifier. As P(Y2lX) = P(XfIY)P(Y)/P(X) and P(Y2) is fixed when performing inference, we can define the scaled likelihood for location i as L(Y2) = P(Xj'Yj)/P(Xf). To make use of our predictor we replace L(Y) with L(Y2) = P(XflY)/P(X,i'), where P denotes an estimated probability. I'(Xj) advantage of using the scaled-likelihood method is that the generative model for P(YjjX2) may be quite complex, although the predictive distribution P(XIYj) is actually quite simple, i.e. the generative approach may spend a lot of resources on modelling P(Y21X2) which are not particularly relevant to the task of inferring X.
TRAINING A TREE-STRUCTURED BELIEF NETWORK
Above it was assumed that the CPTs (denoted 9) used to define P(X) are known. In fact we estimated these from training data. Let x21 , 1 = 1 , . . . , C denote the the possible values of X2 , and let pajk , k = 1 , . . . , C denote the set of possible values taken on by Pa2, the parent of X2. The parameter 0jkl denotes the CPT entry P(X2 = x, Pa1 = paik).
For simplicity the symbols X2 and Pa2 are dropped, and the probability is written as P(x2, pajk).
For training the prior model it is assumed that a number of observation images ym and associated labelled images Lm e available, where m = 1, . . . , M is the index to the images in the training set. We discuss in turn maximum likelihood training (3.1) and conditional maximum likelihood training (3.2).
Maximum likelihood
In maximum likelihood a parameter vector, 9, is estimated so that
We can see that the likelihood model parameters and the prior model parameters can be estimated separately by choosing the likelihood model parameters to maximise the P(ymIxm, 0) d the prior model parameters to maximise P(xm8). Assuming that the likelihood model is fixed, we obtain ML = argmax[JP(x1mf9).
Hence the maximum likelihood estimator ML can be obtained by maximising the likelihood of Urn p(LmI9)
only. The Baum-Welch algorithm is well known in maximising the likelihood function in an HMM. The generalisation of the Baum-Welch algorithm for HMM to the TSBN was used to maximise P(LmI9). This algorithm is a special case of EM that uses the bottom-up and top-down message passing to infer the posterior probabilities of the hidden nodes in the E-steps and uses the expected counts of the transitions to reestimate the CPT'2 . The re-estimation formulas can be derived directly by maximising Baum's auxiliary function, Q(,e) = P(Xh,XLm,6) log [ P(Xh,XLmIO) b
(1) m=1 X over 0 (the new estimated parameter vector). The maximisation problem in (1) is a constrained optimisation problem because our solutions must be legal assignment of the CPT entries in the network. Then the update for each entry in CPTs is given by
Em=i Ek' P(x2z,pajk,Ixm,8) The joint probability P(xjj,pajkIxm, 9) can be obtained locally using the )-va1ue of node X2, the ir-value of the parent node Pa2 and the A-messages from the siblings of node X1. This gives, P(xjl,pajklxLm,9) = :kl lr(pajw)A(pajk') uI) 0ikZ ir(pajklO) [I A(pakI8),
where s(X2) is the set of nodes that are siblings of node X2 and ),(.) is the A-message sent to node Pa2 by node y.
This update gives a separate update for each link in the tree. Given limited training data this is undesirable. If the set of variables sharing a CPT is denoted as Xj , then the EM parameter update is given by M Lm I;
>m=1 >JXEX1 P(xz,pa2kIx '9) U1k1 m=1 EXEX1 >Jk' P(Xjl,,pajkIX'm,9)
Conditional maximum likelihood
In the CML procedure, the objective is to predict correctly the labels x' associated with "virtual" evidence y. The parameters are then estimated by maximising the probability of the correct labelling given the evidence y. èCML = arg max II :z:': :
By analogy to the Boltzmann machine, we observe that computing the conditional probability requires computation of (1) the probability P(xm, mI9) in the clamped phase (i.e. with Lm and ym fixed), and (2) the probability p(ymIO) in the free-running phase (with only ym fixed).
To carry out the optimisation in (2) we switch to logarithms and define L1(9) = log P(ymI),
Since we have assumed the likelihood model is fixed, L(9) can be further simplified as L(O) = log[ p(ymIXLm)p(XLm1O) } = 1ogP(ymJxLm) + log P(x'")9).
Here we have used the subscripts c and f to mean "clamped" and "free" . Then, to find CML in (2) we need to maximise M pLm m9\
m1
Unfortunately the EM algorithm is not applicable to the CML estimation, because the CML criterion is expressed as a rational function'3 . However, maximisation of equation (3) can be carried out in various ways based on the gradient of L. In speech analysis7"4 , methods based on gradient ascent have been used. The scaled conjugate gradient optimisation algorithm'5"6 was used in our work. Firstly, we need to calculate the gradient of L w.r.t. 0.
The probability P(ymIO) can be written as a sum over all nodes in a TSBN, P(ymO) = >, P(xIO)P(ymlx, 0), where the sum is over all possible values of x. Using the conditional independence relations, P(xfO) is easily decomposed into a product of the transition probabilities on all links.
Following the ideas in Krogh7 for HMMs, the derivative of L1(0) w.r.t 9ikl is
Let n = P(x,paIym,0), then
The derivative of the other term, L(0), can be calculated in a similar manner. We have,
where we have let Xh = x\x" denote the "hidden" x variables. Let m,1 = P(x,,paJxm, 0), then
Finally the derivative of the total log likelihood L(O) is obtained by using equations (4) and (5),
where mkz and jk1 can be obtained by propagating yTfl and respectively.
When maximising L(O) it must be ensured that the probability parameters remain positive and properly normalised. The softmax function is used to meet these constraints. We define eZ1 9ikl eziki?
where Zjkj are the new unconstrained auxiliary variables and 9jkl always sum to one by construction. The gradients w.r.t. Zjkl can be expressed entirely in terms of 0ikZ and m1 and n1, g)
On iteration r z is updated by Z(T+l) Z(T) + Z(T). This yields a change in 0jkl given by
: 0ikZ' eXp(LZIkl,)
To understand the differences between ML and CML estimation, we consider equation (3) in more detail. The first term on the right is equivalent to finding the MLE of 0; the difference between MLE and CMLE is the second term. To have an insight into the effect of this term, let us first sum over all possible label images and then factorize the joint probability. This gives P(ymIO) = : p(1Lmm19) = : p(rfl1Lm)p(Lrfl)Ø) Lm Let (xmI6) = ôP(X'mf8)/O9k1 . Following Brown9 , we consider the derivative of L(9) w.r.t. 9jkZ, ( 4,(xLmlO) is the the derivative of the objective function used in ML estimation. From P(xm, mI0) <P(ymIO), it is easy to show that l/P(xm) > p(ymILm)/p(ymI9). Thus, the first term in (6) 
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe the performance of TSBNs trained by using the ML and CML algorithms on synthetic images and real-world outdoor images.
Synthetic images
The synthetic label images are generated from a cross-connected pyramidal graphical model2 . The cross connection between two levels in a pyramidal graphical model is shown in Figure 2a . Figure 2b illustrates a 1-D analogue of a four-level pyramidal graphical model. At each level, each inner node has three parents, for example, node X1 has three parents, natural parent X4 , column-parent X25 and row-parent X26 ; each edge node has two parents, for example, node X2 has parents X24 and X6; and each corner node has only one parent, for example, node X23 has only its natural parent X24 . Corresponding to the difference in the number of parents, three different conditional probability functions are designed. Let P(mli, j, k) be the conditional probability for child node to be in class in given that its natural parent is in class i and the other two parents are in classes j and k respectively; P(m(i, j) be the conditional probability for the child node to be in class m given that its natural parent is in class i and the other parent is in class j; P(mli) be the conditional probability for the child node to take on class m given its only parent is in class i. We define P(mji,j, k) = (36m,i + 26m,j + 28m,k) + P(mli,j) = (4.56m,i + 2.58m,j) + P(mji) = 015m,i + i_-;;9i, where the parameter Gj = 0(L1+1) for 1 < 1 < L (with the root node at level 0) determines the probability that the label of the child node will be the same as one of its parents. Note that the natural parent has a stronger influence than the other parents. In our experiments, 0 is set to be 0.85. As the size of the generated images is 16 x 16 pixels, there are 5 levels in the each belief network so L = 4. Parameter C denotes the number of classes. We have used three classes, denoted the Red class, Green class and Blue class. The prior over the classes at the root was Colour images were generated from the label images by adding Gaussian noise to the mean rgb value for each class. The means were 1tR = (150, 0, 0)1', I-G = (0, 150, o)T and lB = (0, 0, 150)T for Red class, Green class and Blue class respectively. All three classes had the same covariance matrix, a diagonal matrix with standard deviation 75 on each dimension.
To investigate the effect of training set size, training sets of size 10, 102, iO and iO" were generated randomly from the cross-connected model. To help investigate the effects of training-set variability, three training sets were generated for each size (except for size iO). A test set of size iO was also generated. Three label images and associated colour noise images are shown in Figure 3 .
As we know the generative model for producing pixel values from labels, it is possible to invert this to make predictions using just the local rgb values. The local prediction for each pixel was obtained from the values of likelihood function, and the class with largest value was chosen. The local prediction accuracies for the test set were 86.57%, 86.62%, and 86.51% for class R, G, and B respectively and the overall local prediction accuracy was 86.57%.
After generating the label and colour images from a cross-connected graphical model, we modeled the training label images by using a standard five-level quadtree belief network as shown in Figire 1. We used parameter sharing, with one distinct OPT per level in the TSBN. To reduce the effect of initial values for parameters 8 on training results, the TSBNs were initialized at ten randomly-chosen starting points. For each training set/initialization combination, a TSBN was trained by using both ML and CML algorithms. Thus 30 trained TSBNs were obtained for training sets of size 10, 102 and iO , and 10 for training sets of size iO . For ML training, the EM updates were terminated when the difference between the marginal log likelihood (averaged over the number of training samples) on successive steps was less than f = 1O_20. For CML training, a similar criterion was applied on the log conditional likelihood, and training was also terminated if the absolute difference between the values of the CPTs between two successive steps was less than e = 1O_20. The ML/EM algorithm took 52 iterations to convergence on average, compared to 182 for CML/SCG. Note also that each iteration of CML/SCG is more expensive, because (i) it requires both P(xm9) and p(ymI) and thus needs two bottom-up/top-down sweeps and (ii) the scaled conjugate gradient algorithm uses two function evaluations per iteration.
Each trained TSBN was used in the image segmentation task, by calculating the maximum a posteriori configuration for x given an image y. Examples are shown of the segmentations obtained on three test images in Figure 3 . The average percentage of each class label that was correctly classified and the overall average classification accuracies for the test set are shown in Table 1 , along with the standard deviations of these figures due to the randomness induced by training set and initialization variability. Notice that for each training set size, the CML result for the overall average is always superior to the ML result. This also holds for the R and G results individually, although for training set sizes of 10 and 100, the performance on class B is slightly worse for the CML method. To test the statistical significance, a paired comparison between the overall classification accuracies was used. The differences between the EM and CML learning methods were computed on the same training set/initialization parings. Using a two-tailed t-test we found that the differences were statistically significant at better than the 0.01 level for all sizes of training set.
Measuring pixeiwise classification accuracy is not the only way to evaluate the quality of the segmentation obtained from the belief network. For example this measure says nothing about over-or under-segmentation of the result obtained compared to the reference label image. Nor does it take into account any loss function in evaluating mis-classifications. Also, note that the TSBN does not simply produce a single segmentation, but a probability distribution P(XLmIym) over labelling Lm Thus we can investigate distribution further; for example, calculating the entropy of the posterior marginal distribution for each pixel would indicate how uncertain the classification decision is at each site. Both colour images and their corresponding label images are provided in this database. The original 104 images were divided randomly into independent training and test sets of size 61 and 43 respectively. There are 7 different labels in all, namely "sky" , "vegetation", "road markings" , "road surface" , "building", "street furniture" and "mobile object".
The original label images of size 512 by 768 pixels were subsampled into 128 by 192 regions to form the reduced label images. The label of the reduced region was chosen by majority vote, with ties being resolved by an ordering on the label categories. From now on we will refer to the reduced label images as label images because the original label images will no longer be used. Twenty-one features including colour features'7 ,location and texture features, e.g. entropy, contrast and local homogeneity of the gray-level different vectors (GLDV)'8"9 ,were calculated for each region. These features were fed to a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with 21 input nodes, 7 output nodes and one hidden layer which was used to classify each region into one of the 7 classes. The activation functions of the output nodes and hidden nodes were the softmax function and tanh sigmoid functions respectively. The error function used in the training process was cross-entropy for multiple classes. A scaled conjugate gradient algorithm was used to minimise the error function. About 150 regions for each class were chosen randomly from each image to form training and validation datasets. The validation dataset was used in order to choose the optimal number of hidden nodes in the MLP; eventually a MLP with 30 hidden nodes was selected. The neural network predictions were input as virtual evidence to the belief network using the scaled-likelihood method described in Section 2.2.
The belief network structure used was basically a quadtree, except that there were six children of the root node (reflecting the aspect ratio of the images) . In our experiments all of the CPTs in each level were constrained to be equal, except for the transition from layer 0 to layer 1, where each table was separate. This allows knowledge about the broad nature of scenes (e.g. sky occurs near to the top of images) to be learned by the network, as is indeed reflected in the learned CPTs. In the data some pixels are unlabelled; assuming these values are "missing at random" , we treated them as uninstantiated nodes, which can easily be handled in a belief network framework.
In the learning phase, we initialised the network parameters U in a number of different ways. It was found that the highest marginal likelihood on the training data was obtained when the initial values of 9 were computed using probabilities derived from downsampled versions of the images. The plot of log marginal likelihood against iteration number levelled off after 30 iterations when the EM method was used in obtaining the MLE. CML training was run for 32 iterations using scaled conjugate gradient optimization.
The overall classification accuracies for the testing images were 83.38%, 87.13% and 91.64% for the MLP, the TSBN trained by the ML algorithm and TSBN trained by the CML algorithm respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have investigated the training of tree-structured belief networks for the image segmentation task. Our results show that superior classification performance can be obtained using conditional maximum likelihood training as compared to maximum likelihood training. However, we note that classification accuracy is just one measure of comparison between segmentations, and one strength of probabilistic formulations of the problem (including the belief network method) is that a posterior distribution over segmentations is returned, rather than just a single label image. One disadvantage of CML training is that it typically requires more training time as gradient-based search methods must be used instead of the EM algorithm.
